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Roadsafe 4WD - New ‘Edition 3’ Catalogue
The long awaited ‘Edition 3’ Roadsafe 4WD Catalogue
is now available from Roadsafe.
The new 60 page catalogue clearly outlines the
Roadsafe 4WD product range, featuring upgraded
standard replacement parts through to competition
vehicle upgrade components.
The Roadsafe 4WD range consists of over 590 specific
numbers, covering over 610 vehicle specific applications
(all catalogued in this new Edition 3 publication) plus
universal applications.
A huge expansion of the original 36 page Edition 1
version that featured 235 specific numbers, covering
400 vehicle applications!
New Edition 3 Roadsafe 4WD Catalogue inclusions feature...












Range expansions on Adjustable Panhard Rods & associated Long Rods
Imagery Transition from the old gold colour, to the new discreet black components
Range expansion on Sway Bar Links and Diff Drop Kits
The new ‘BlackHawk’ Roadsafe Upper Control Arm information & listings (stock due soon)
An improved range of Roadsafe Strengthening Brackets & Driveline Spacers
Range expansion on the Heavy Duty Tow Points and Kits (with shackles & bridles)
Inclusion of Roadsafe Offroad Accessories including Compressors and Air Accessories
Roadsafe Ram Extensions and Jack Accessories
Roadsafe General 4WD Accessories including Safety Flag and Rear Wheel Tray & Step
Roadsafe Mud Flaps – complete listing (sold as single units)
Plus heaps more cool stuff scattered throughout!

A huge array of new components have been added to this new catalogue, to make it the most
comprehensive 4WD listing Roadsafe has ever produced.
Roadsafe 4WD offer a high quality, affordable range of components specifically for the 4WD market.
Roadsafe have been supplying passenger vehicle chassis components in Australia for over 30 years, and
have a very strong reputation in the Australian Automotive Aftermarket.
Roadsafe offer Australia’s largest front end range, with new product constantly in development. As a
testament to quality and supply ability, Roadsafe supply to many of the leading distributers in the industry.
Several years ago a new program was initiated focusing on the 4WD sector. Recognising a need for high
quality components and consistency in supply, Roadsafe 4WD was launched and has quickly developed a
large range of essential Steering & Suspension, and associated components for the 4WD industry. This is
the Third Edition of the Roadsafe 4WD Catalogue, which is quickly becoming a sought after item to assist
with information and sales of this high quality product.

Be assured when you purchase Roadsafe 4WD branded suspension products, you will have a top quality
item, fully warranted, and developed to suit Australian conditions.
In addition to the Edition 3 catalogued items, Roadsafe 4WD also offer a standard range of over 600 4WD
specific replacement components such as Ball Joints, Tie Rod Ends, Sway Bar Links, Idler & Pitman Arms –
that can be located and cross referenced in the Roadsafe passenger vehicle catalogue.
The new Roadsafe 4WD catalogue is not just a listing of part numbers however, the book also features a lot
of explanatory information, pictures and advice on suitable components to really aid the end user in making
the right decision for their vehicle.
The Edition 3 Roadsafe 4WD Catalogue continues the printing as a deviation from ‘the norm’, designed in
Landscape, to enable each page to be fully utilised in the most suitable format. Additionally, each
component has been listed with Recommended Retail Pricing (RRP’s) to make pricing a breeze.

For additional information please contact Roadsafe 4WD on VIC 1300 651 551 or QLD 1300 559 086

